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At VOX, we believe that true freedom begins at home 
and how we live greatly affects our lives. That’s why 
we thrive to constantly develop and deliver complex 
interior solutions - matching collections of furniture, 
doors, floors and wall systems. We believe that  
a beautiful and functional interior is the beginning  
of a happy home where everyone can be themselves.
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DOOR: Modus   I   FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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Combines many companies and organizations 
complementing each other so that the customer  
can be offered a full range of interior design  
products and services.
VOX Furniture, VOX Doors and Floors, VOX Profiles. 
Every user, student and designer is a significant 
partner contributing to our development and 
innovations. We create interiors together with the end 
user because it is people and their individual needs 
that are the center of our attention.

VOX 
CAPITAL GROUP
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Check out our original platform for creating and 
arranging interiors - VOXBOX. It’s a simple and intuitive 
on-line app for designing interiors. Try out different 
furniture layouts and see how they can be positioned 
in your rooms. Post your project and share it with your 
friends and family. Your ideas can inspire others. 

How to use VOXBOX?
Start by giving the room’s dimensions and put the 
door and windows in the right place. Then choose wall 
colours and then select furniture and accents. 
Let your ideas run wild - feel free to experiment and 
change arrangements and don’t worry - VOXBOX 
will let you know if a given configuration is possible 
or not. Save your project on your account. You can 
reopen it and make improvements later on. On top of 
that, at any time you can generate a printable high-
resolution image of your design. Your project can be 
shared with other VOXBOX users or on social media.

YOU CAN BE  
A DESIGNER TOO!
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Thanks to our 4 You by VOX app, you can check 
all the functions of the collection on your tablet 
or smartphone. The Augmented Reality takes the 
traditional printed catalogue to new heights, by 
incorporating computer generated information. 
Moving 3D models will show you all functionalities  
of each product.

How to use it?
1. Download the app from the AppStore or Google Play
2. Find the icon          that launches the mobile app. 
3. Turn on the Augmented Reality app.
4. Point your phone or tablet at towards the image.
5. Test the possibilities of our furniture.

The mobile app allows you to carefully examine 
the functionalities of VOX furniture while browsing 
through our catalogue. All you need is our catalogue 
and a smartphone or tablet - choice has never been 
this simple.

CUTTING-EGDE  
TECHNOLOGIES FOR  
MODERN FURNITURE

AUGMENTED
REALITY
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BALANCE COLLECTION
What kind of an interior do you wish to create? Do 
you dream of peace and harmony, or do you combine 
creative chaos with your everyday life and aren’t 
afraid to go a little wild? Do you need a space for 
focused work, a comfortable relax zone or are you 
designing a dining area? No matter what the answer is, 
the Balance Collection will meet your expectations.

Balance is an innovative system that gives you the 
freedom to create unique furniture designs starting 
at your dining room, through to your living room 
ending at your office.

DOOR:  Modus 
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THE FREEDOM OF CREATION

The appearance and functionality of the Balance system depend only 
on your imagination. Choose your colors, define functions and freely 
combine its elements without the use of screws or bolts.
 

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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The Balance system allows you to build 
bookcases, chests of drawers, TV cabinets, 
lockers and closets. 

The boxes have classic doors opened with the 
push latch system and can be placed any way 
you want.

Table lamp 
Milo
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The medium size boxes open to the left or to the right, the large ones - up or down.

DOOR: Inovo 5

Container
Tassel

Decoration
Geo

Candle holder
Ring
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The Balance collection also contains tables: 
square, rectangular and round. You decide 
which one will best complete your interior 
arrangement.

Round 
table
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IT ’S SO EASY!

Building unique furniture can be exceptionally easy. The Balance system 
is based on a few key modules that give unlimited possibilities of creating 
individual solutions. See for yourself, you won’t even need a screwdriver.
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VOXBOX
Feel like a real interior designer. Check out 
the possibilities of the Balance Collection. 
Use the VOXBOX tool at voxfurniture.com 
and arrange your space. 

1.  Choose the boxes 
 and the base 
 (long or short).

2.  Glue pieces of anti-slip 
 mat onto the boxes.

3.  Build your furniture 
 by placing the boxes 
 and shelves on one another.

4.  Secure the furniture 
 to the wall.
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Newspaper 
holder
Fence

Table lamp
Corall

Decoration
Geo 
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UNIVERSAL 
COLORSBox with door

The Balance Collection color palette 
combines natural wood color bases 
and shelves with black, white or gray boxes 
and will fit into any interior.
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BALANCE COLLECTION Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

voxfurniture.com/Balance

Round table
w120/h76 cm

Small table
w92/d92/h76 cm

Medium-sized table
w138/d92/h76 cm

Large table
w175/d92/h76 cm

Wide bright bookcase
w138/d32/h170 cm

Wide dark bookcase
w138/d32/h170 cm

Desk
w138/d64/h78 cm

Large box with a door 
w64/d32/h32 cm

Large open box
w64/d32/h32 cm

Medium-sized box with a door 
w32/d32/h32 cm

Medium-sized open box 
w32/d32/h32 cm

Small open box
w32/d32/h17 cm

Check the animation for chosen pieces at voxfurniture.com

white / gray / graphite / black

oak

BOXES
Available colours:

SHELVES / BASES / TABLE AND COUNTER TOPS
Available colours:
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Narrow bright bookcase
w64/d32/h115 cm

Narrow dark bookcase 
w64/d32/h115 cm

TV cabinet
w138/d32/h45 cm

Large organizer
w29/d28/h7 cm

Small organizer
w29/d28/h4 cm

Toolbox
w61/d28/h10

Bookcase security kit 
w5/d1/h3 cm

Long shelf
w64/d32/h3 cm

Desk top
w138/d64/h3 cm

Short shelf
w64/d32/h3 cm

Narrow lower base
w64,5/d32,5/h9 cm

Long lower base
w138/d32,5/h9 cm
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CUSTOM COLLECTION
We’re all here. We’re resting, lounging, watching 
a movie with friends. Our living room is a common 
space that has to meet many expectations. 
And when a sofa isn’t enough, Custom comes 
to the rescue.

The module leisure set can be freely put together 
or apart. You need three separate armchairs? 
Or maybe two small sofas? Within a few minutes you 
can completely change your living room.
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ARRANGE IT YOUR WAY

Connect and separate the elements, create new compositions using different 
cushion colors and textures. Shape an interior where you’ll love to rest and then 
change it so that everyone feels at home.

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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It doesn’t like to be put aside. It does all it can to be at 
hand. Its top, cleverly divided into four parts, hides useful 
compartments. It’s the perfect place for little bits and pieces 
that you always find handy, but don’t want on display. One 
part of the tabletop can be lifted to make a comfortable‚ 
hovering table. Practical holes on the top will allow your 
laptop to breathe with ease.

Ceiling lamp 
Ombra

AND WHAT ABOUT THE TABLE?
Custom table
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FOR SITTING 
AND FOR LYING
Feel like napping? Three Custom modules easily make a comfortable bed. 
And if you want to cover up evidence of your little forty winks, just hide 
the blanket in the drawer below the seat.

FLOOR: Skandinavien (treated hardwood) - Kategatt oak
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The seat cushions won’t slide down thanks to 
stripes of anti-slip mat, and the back board of the 
module will hold the back cushion in place. Various 
colors and textures of the cushions allow to create 
your own arrangement that can just as easily be 
changed.
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Ceiling lamp
Ombra

You can change the colors of the drawers by rotating them. The cushion 
textures can be freely mixed. There’s no place for boredom in the Custom 
system, but there’s space for your imagination.
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Candle holder BeroPillow TeloPlaid Rhombo
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CUSTOM COLLECTION

Couch
w90/d90/h65 cm

Table
w90/d90/h65 cm

Headboard cushion taupe
w92/d16-22/h32 cm

Seat cushion blue-gray
w92/d88/h14 cm

Create your space as you want. 
Find inspiration or ready solutions at

voxfurniture.com/Custom

white / light gray/ dark gray / oak

beige / blue-gray / taupe

TABLE, SEAT BASE
Available colours:

Cushion colours:
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Custom System
1 module 

Custom System
3 modules

Custom System
4 modules

Custom System
4 modules + 1 table

Custom System
4 modules + 1 table

Custom System
4 modules + 2 tables

Custom System
3 modules + 1 table

Custom System
3 modules + 2 tables

Custom System
2 modules

Custom System
2 modules + 1 table

Custom System
1 module + 1 table

Open table
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SPOT COLLECTION
Spot will charm you with its light, elegant form 
and help you organize your bedroom, living room 
and dining room.

Slender geometric shapes in natural colors offer 
plenty of space for things you don’t want to have 
on display. Clever solutions and ergonomic shapes 
are a perfect foundation for a little bit of flair such 
as your favorite accessories like blankets, cushions, 
books or crockery.
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PURE PLEASURE 
AND COMFORT
Spot brings much more into your dining room than just a unique look. 
The comfortable table on wooden legs can be extended to a chosen length.
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Floor 
lamp
Tetto

How often have you lacked room for 
condiments, napkins or cutlery? Practical 
compartments in the middle of the tabletop 
are a perfect place for dining room bits and 
pieces.
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Salad bowl
Keno

Set for spices
Tassel
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COUNT ALL  
THE STOOLS
Brilliant solutions are everyday reality in the 
Spot collection. These stools stacked one 
on another make a clever chest of drawers 
clearing the floor. The tall glass fronted 
display cabinet will perfectly complement 
your dining room decor.
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SPOT ADJUSTMENTS

When you want to rest, there’s no better room than a Spot bedroom. 
Spacious closets, chests of drawers, compartments in the headboard 
of your bed - Spot will fit in more than just your dreams.
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Organizer 
Ordo

You’ll find lots of space for your favorite 
books and other things on the Spot shelf. 
The headboard with removable upholstery is 
slanted at an optimal angle. You’ll appreciate 
its comfort once you start using it. 

Mug 
Ordo
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SPOT COLLECTION

Desk 
w128/d68/h81,5 cm

Two-sided desk 
w148/d75/h150 cm

Dressing table with mirror 
w88/d60/h150 cm

Corner wardrobe
w105/d100/h210 cm

4-drawers storage unit 
w88/d60/h150 cm

TV cabinet 
w160/d50/h50 cm

2-drawers storage unit 
w88/d60/h150 cm

3-door wardrobe
w128/d60/h210 cm

3-drawers storage unit 
w88/d60/h150 cm

2-door 
wardrobe
w88/d60/h210 cm

2-door wardrobe 
with external hanger
w132/d60/h210 cm

External hander for wardrobes 
w44/d54/h150 cm

Bookcase
w88/d57/h210 cm

Design your Spot room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/Spot

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:

acacia

white / graphite
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Drawser organizer 
w75/d20/h10 cm

Storage unit 
w40/d33/h60 cm

Table with a raised worktop 
w67/d51/h57 cm

Organizer Ordo 
w30/d1,5/h40 cm

Horizontal organizer Ordo 
w30/d10/h20 cm

Drawers for two-sided desk set 2 pcs. 
w67/d30/h10 cm

Horizontal organizer Ordo 
w30/d20/h10 cm

Mug Ordo
w13,5/h14 cm

DOOR: Specto 10
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Coffee table 
w87/d80/h43 cm

Low 1-door wardrobe
w49,4/d40/h150 cm

Bench with 3 drawers
w154/d47/h48 cm

Glass-case
w87,6/d56,5/h210 cm

Extendable table 
w146-198/d104/h76 cm

Bedside table/Stool with drawer 
w57,5/d47/h48 cm

Storage unit for shoes 
w87,5/d28,6/h150 cm

Cupboard 
w159,9/d40/h122 cm

Double door dresser 
w87,4/d40/h90 cm

Sideboard 
w159,9/d40/h80 cm

Wine rack 
w44,6/d35,9/h22,2 cm

SPOT COLLECTION Design your Spot room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/Spot

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

white

acacia 

FRONT
Available colours:

Box for table and coffee table 
w23/d15/h10 cm
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Cover on headboard 
for double bed Spot
w189/d2/h60 cm

Drawer for double bed 
w127/d67/h23 cm

Double bed with flat headboard 
w145/d213/h106,5 cm

Double bed with headboard and storage unit 
w145/d240/h150 cm

Cushion for Spot bench 
w147/d46/h4 cm

Drawers for bench set 3 pcs.
w46/d21/h16 cm

Cushion for Spot stool 
w51/d46/h4 cm
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4 YOU COLLECTION
Comfortable during day and night, cozy when you’re 
alone and welcoming when your friends come to 
visit. 4 You furniture will allow you to arrange all 
of the most important spaces of your home: your 
bedroom, living room, dining room and your child’s 
room.
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Create a new space and combine your bedroom 
and your living room.

WHO SAID THAT 
A BED IS ONLY 
FOR SLEEPING?
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Floor 
lamp
Muse

Check how many functions a bed can have. Roll 
out a screen and have a movie night. At the side 
ladder you can place, for example, a flower pot 
and the spacious bookshelf behind the bed can 
fit  more than just books.

AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Scan this page with 
your device

Enter a new dimension! Check out all 
the possibilities our bed gives you!

Use the new 4 You by VOX app on 
your phone or tablet and discover all 
the functions of the 4 You bed.

More information on page 8  
of this catalogue.
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DOOR: Prezzo 03
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This closet can be your boudoir. Comfortable folding doors 
and extendable  hanger bars for shirts will give you easy 
access to your clothes.

IT ’S MORE 
THAN JUST A CLOSET

AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Scan this page with 
your device

Enter a new dimension! Check out all 
the possibilities our closet gives you!

Use the new 4 You by VOX app using 
your phone or tablet and discover all 
the functions of the 4 You closet.

More information on page 8  
of this catalogue.
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Furniture uses can be different than what you know 
from experience. 4 You has dozens of inspiring 
solutions for you.

LET US  
SURPRISE YOU!

FLOOR: Lico vinyl - pearl oak HDF
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A glass fronted cabinet can be put together 
in two ways. You decide whether the open 
part is at the top or at the bottom. 

Toolbox
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Teapot
Tassel

Set for spices 
Tassel 
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This table supports your passions! The especially designed 
recess in the middle of the table and drawers underneath the 
tabletop help organize and store little things. The possibility 
to keep fresh herbs in pots or use the recess as a table top 
food warmer encourages to celebrate and cook together with 
friends and family.

YOU WILL NOT WANT 
TO LEAVE THE TABLE

AUGMENTED 
REALITY

Scan this page with 
your device

Enter a new dimension! Check out all 
the possibilities our table gives you!

Use the new 4 You by VOX app using 
your phone or tablet and discover all 
the functions of the 4 You table.

More information on page 8  
of this catalogue.
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A SPACE AS CLEVER 
AS YOU!
The many functionalities of 4 You make it a perfect fit for different 
kinds of interiors. The multifunctional bed can be both a resting 
spot and a comfortable work zone.
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The home library at your hand’s reach - just 
connect the headboard with a bookshelf.

Bulb 
hanging lamp

Wall clock
Sato
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Table 
lamp 
Rullo 

GET ORGANIZED!

The dressing table piece can rest upon a low chest of drawers or a two 
sided bookcase. The hight of the tabletop is also comfortable for work 
and the functional shelf on the side makes it a classic desk. On the solid 
surface you can place a mirror or a mobile organizer - two accessories 
especially designed for this piece of furniture.
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The multifunctional boxes can be used for storing 
accessories, documents or jewelry. The same boxes 
can create a single piece of furniture by stacking 
them up and clipping them together. What suits 
you best?
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4 YOU COLLECTION

2-door wardrobe 
w92/d42/h206 cm

Tall side wall 
bookcase
w42/d22/h206 cm

Narrow cabinet
w40/d42/h206 cm

Sideboard 
w99,5/d42/h118,5 cm

Cupboard 
w145/d42/h118,5 cm

Low side wall 
bookcase 
w42/d22/h118,5 cm

Two-sided bookcase
w168/d40,5/h206 cm

Wide bookcase
w92/d40,5/h206 cm

Wide chest of drawers 
w187/d42/h69 cm

Low chest of drawers
w120/d42/h70 cm

Chest of drawers
w75/d42/h126,5 cm

TV cabinet 
w187/d42/h35 cm

TV shelf 
w131,5/d40,5/h54 cm

Table bench 
w170/d36/h46 cm

Desk 140 
w142/d63,5/h78,5 cm

Drawer for table
w51/d36/h8 cm

Table 100x100 
w100/d100/h76 cm

Table 200x100 
w200/d100/h76 cm

Corner wardrobe
w105/d103,5/h206 cm

1-door wardrobe
w57,5/d42/h206 cm

2-door wardrobe II
w100/d57/h206 cm

Extendable table 140x100 
w139/179/219/d100/h76 cm

Side wall bookcase
w57/d22/h206 cm
w57/d22/h240 cm 
w57/d22/h260 cm*
* while stock lasts 

4-door wardrobe
w180/d57/h206 cm
w180/d57/h241 cm
w180/d57/h261 cm*
* while stock lasts 

white

gray / marine / oak

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

BOXES
Available colours:

Design your 4 You room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/4you
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Cushion for bench 
w168/d36/h2 cm 

Low bed 
(with floor)
w168/d208/h106 cm

Low bed 
(with raised frame)
w168/d208/h106 cm

Bedside table
w40,5/d42/h55,5 cm

Side ladder
w30/d2/h171 cm

Top ladder
w167/d25,5/h4,5 cm

Bed storage unit
w51/d15/h31,5 cm

Toolbox
w32/d32/h12,5 cm

Chair Bent 
w45/d50/h85 cm

Chair Closer 
w45/d56/h82 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h35 cm

Drawer for single bed 
90x200 
w198/d65/h29 cm

Dressing table 
w142/d42/h72,5 cm

Large box
w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

Small box
w31,5/d41/h16 cm

Standing mirror 
w49,5/d10/h159,5 cm

Wall mirror 
w69/d12/h50 cm

Textile organizer Slide
w30/h54 cm

Textile organizer Pocket
w30/h47,5 cm

Baby hammock 

Vertical shelf
w80,5/d27/h44 cm

Horizontal shelf
w65/d25/h54 cm

Box 
connector 
(set of 2)

Cot bed 4 You by VOX 120 
w65/d124,5/h105,5 cm

Cushion for headboard 
w158/d8/h55 cm 

Single bed  
(with floor)
w128/d208/h106 cm

Single bed 
(with raised frame)
w128/d208/h106 cm

Bed with canopy
(with floor)
w168/d208/h206 cm

Bed with canopy 
(with raised frame)
w168/d208/h206 cm

Bed with canopy  
and shelving unit and floor
w168/d238/h206 cm

Bed with canopy  
and shelving unit  
and raised frame
w168/d238/h206 cm

Canopy bed 90x200 
w208/d97,5/h207,5 cm
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MIO COLLECTION
Pick, change, surprise - the ideas are yours and 
nothing limits them. Individual shapes surprise on 
their own and in sets. You want to hide something 
or display it? This furniture will let you explore what’s 
most important in your home. With them, you’ll 
create a unique living room, dining room and hall. 
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WALL:  Kerradeco - Stone Moon
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CLOSE ENCOUNTERS 
WITH PERFECTION
Solid beech wood stained in a warm brown color elegantly matches the white board 
of the box. Calm, natural colors will allow you to rest and work comfortably with Mio.

DOOR: Modus   I   PANELS: VOX, Agate collection - Royal Crimson Oak
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Table lamp 
Collo

The possibilities of personilising the Mio 
elements are limitless. Choose the length 
of the ladders, pick the boxes and fronts. 
The Mio configuration tool available at vox.pl 
will let you create your dream furniture.

Secretaire
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WALL: Kerradeco - Concrete
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With Mio, you decide what you want your guests to see. 
The shelf boxes can remain open or you can pick different 
fronts for them: glass with a gradient effect or a print, 
metal openwork or a light or dark gray painted board.
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MIO COLLECTION

Bookcase
w138-170/d48/h219 cm

3-seat couch Mio 
w225/d77/h72 cm

Small TV box
w138/d40/h26 cm

Large box
w138/d40/h38 cm

Small box
w138/d40/h26 cm

2-seat couch Mio 
w152/d77/h72 cm

Armchair Mio
w79/d77/h72 cm

Bookcase with TV stand
w138-170/d48/h97 cm

Dresser
w138-170/d48/h97 cm

Table
w164/d97,5/h77 cm

Coffee table 
w90/d90/h46,5 cm

Small coffee table
w67/d67/h35,5 cm

Secretaire
w138/d48/h97 cm

Large box with sliding rails
w138/d40/h38 cm

LED lighting
(set)

Small box with sliding rails
w138/d40/h26 cm

Secretaire box
w138/d43/h26 cm

white / dark beech

light grey / dark grey / glass / frosted  glass with pattern / glass yellow / openwork

FURNITURE
Available colours:

FRONTS
Available colours:

Design your Mio room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/mio
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Ladder with organizers
w48/h218 cm

Ladder for organizers
w48/h219 cm

High ladder 
with stabilizing cross 2 pcs. 
w48/d2/h218 cm

Medium-sized ladder 
with stabilizing cross 2 pcs. 
w48/d2/h96 cm 

Escritoire frames 
with stabilizer
w2/d48/h96cm

Stabilizing cross 
for single ladder
w92/d1/h1

Dark grey front
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Light grey front
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Yellow glass front
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Frosted glass front with print
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Glass front
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Openwork front
big: w67/d1/h34 cm
small: w67/d1/h22 cm

Low ladder 
with stabilizing cross 
2 pcs. 
w48/d2/h54 cm

High single ladder
w48/d2/h218 cm

Medium-sized 
single ladder  
w48/d2/h96 cm

Low single ladder
w48/d2/h54 cm

Organizer-large box
w50/d12/h12 cm

Organizer-trapezoidal box
w40/d16/h34 cm

Hangers set 5 pcs.
w2/d4/h4 cm

Organizer for couch/
armchair big
w25 cm

Organizer for couch/
armchair small
w8 cm

Organizer for couch/
armchair medium
w15 cm

Organizer-medium box
w20/d10/h10 cm

Organizer-small box
w20/d10/h10 cm
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MUTO COLLECTION
Muto is a collection that is perfect for small interiors 
but is also open for great change. Easily extended 
and mobile, it gives you more freedom in life. The 
Muto modules will adjust to your space - not the 
other way around.
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THE DEVIL 
IS IN THE DETAIL
Muto will fit in even in the smallest apartments. Its simple form will give you more 
storage space. And you can add more modules and boxes whenever you want.
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The mobile table with removable tray is always 
ready to meet your needs. The glass display 
box will hold your treasures and the openwork 
shelf will hold items you always want at hand.

High lamp
Muto
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Low lamp
Muto

The clever escritoire will be on hand when leaving home. Storage, shelf, 
tabletop - all the important bits and pieces will always be in place. 
And when needed it will be a miniature office.
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Muto Boxes in three colors can be freely 
placed on the wall and conjoined using a 
shelf. Add new ones, turn the old ones, create 
surprising combinations and change them as 
you please.
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MUTO COLLECTION

Sideboard
w75/d46/h123 cm

Dresser L low
w50/d46/h76 cm

1-door dresser
w50/d46/h76 cm

1-door cabinet 
w29/d34/h123 cm

Glass-case
w84,5/d34/h123 cm

Bookcase with door
w84,5/d34/h193 cm

High side bookcase 
w34/d45,5/h123,5 cm

Secretaire
w70/d27/h70 cm

TV stand
w150/d46/h29,5 cm

Cupboard
w75/d46/h76 cm

3-door dresser
w150/d46/h76 cm

Dresser L high
w50/d46/h123 cm

white with oak elements

FRONTS
Available colours:

Design your Muto room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/muto

grey / honey / blue / glass

BOXES
Available colours:
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TV storage unit
w53/d43,5/h24,5 cm

Frame for TV cabinet
w53/d42/h22 cm

Coffee table
w60/d60/h36 cm

Wall cabinet
w70/d26/h70 cm

Box
w26,5/d26,5/h42,5 cm

Glass box
w26/d26/h42 cm

High lamp
w26,5/d26,5/h123 cm

Low lamp
w26,5/d26,5/h42,5 cm

Muto Pouffe 
w50/d05/h40 cm
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LORI COLLECTION 
Every day brings you more important things that 
are difficult to part with. Thanks to Lori, all these 
things will find their place either hidden or displayed, 
always at arm’s reach. In your office, living room or 
home workshop - Lori will help you keep things tidy.
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CREATIVE ORDER

When your office is filled with piles of things, it’s difficult to keep focused. Lori brings you 
lots of adjustable shelves, drawer trolleys and even a handy ladder that will help you reach 
the higher parts of your bookshelf. And your most important things can be put in the 
drawers or wooden boxes.
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Living room or home office - the Lori 
escritoire will fit both. By opening the door 
you can reach the most important things. 
The drawers will organize your papers, and 
the bottom chest will fit even the bigger files 
and folders.

Floor lamp 
with table 
Grulla
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Table lamp 
Honga

Box Stor
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A longer wall? You can extend the bookcase so that it looks custom 
made. 

Thanks to its three colors, Lori allows for original arrangements. 
Gray oak, cashmere and graphite blend in well with other furniture 
and rooms. The accordion bookcase has all three of them.
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WHERE WILL 
I PUT ALL THIS?
A table that extends is a godsend when guests come to visit. Especially if you 
can easily extend it yourself. The recess in the middle of the tabletop is a 
perfect spot for keeping cutlery, napkins or decorations. You know best yourself 
what to put there.
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The capacious hutch will surprise you with 
many practical solutions and will help keep 
your dining room tidy. The boxes on its doors 
are as practical as the ones in your fridge. 
The whole bottom is open, so you can safely 
store bigger and heavier items there.

Table lamp
Sillo
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Narrow bookcase module
w45/d35/h40 cm

Narrow drawer
w41/d33/h30 cm

LORI COLLECTION

Corner bookcase
w82/d80/h203 cm

Corner bookcase 
with openwork door
w82/d80/h203 cm

Corner bookcase with door
w82/d80/h203 cm

Broad bookcase
w90/d35/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase
w45/d35/h203 cm

Broad bookcase with door
w90/d38/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase with door
w45/d38/h203 cm

Broad bookcase 
with openwork door
w90/d38/h203 cm

Narrow bookcase 
with openwork door
w45/d38/h203 cm

Narrow corner bookcase
w35/d35/h203 cm

Openwork doors for corner bookcase
w45/d3/h200 cm

Door for corner bookcase
w45/d3/h200 cm

Lori ladder
w45/d5/h213 cm

Corner bookcase module
w82/d80/h40 cm

Narrow drawers for corner bookcase
w41/d33/h30 cm

graphite / cashmere / grey oak

natural plywood

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

BOXES
Available colours:

Design your Lori room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/lori
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Door for narrow bookcase
w45/d2/h200 cm

Openwork door for narrow bookcase
w45/d2/h200 cm

32x32 triangular box
w32/d32/h6 cm

Accordion bookcase
w63/160/d35/h203 cm

Broad drawer
w86/d33/h30 cm

Hutch
w135/d47/h103 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w45/d47/h103 cm

Secretaire
w90/d46/h103 cm

Desk
w135/d60/h77 cm

Table
w160/200/240/d90/h77 cm

68x17 box
w68/d17/h6 cm

45x17 box
w45/d17/h6 cm

Stool
w41/d33/h45 cm

Kennel
w45,5/d35,5/h50 cm

Coffee table
w90/d90/h42 cm

Broad bookcase module
w90/d35/h40 cm

41x33 box
w41/d33/h6 cm

42x42 box
w42/d42/h6 cm
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HIFI COLLECTION
Elegant collection of geometric shapes harks back 
to the landmarks of 20th century architecture 
following the thought that ’less is more’.
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ELEGANT COLLECTION 
OF GEOMETRIC SHAPES
The furniture’s contours have been designed on the cuboid base and the whole 
collection contains freely movable modules. This way, any design can be unique 
because you choose elements like chests of drawers, closets or shelves yourself.
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Praktyczne, funkcjonalne oraz pojemne schowki

Floor 
lamp
Rullo

Putting together vertical and horizontal 
lines of particular pieces makes the borders 
between them blend. Irregular compositions 
of bookcases or chests of drawers will make 
you feel like a sculptor.

Bed with headboard 
and shelves
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HIFI COLLECTION

Chair NIXIE 
w46/d44/h90 cm

Hifi Slot panel
w160/d3,5/h133,4 cm

Coffee table
w115-139/d57,5/h43 cm

Desk 140 
w140/d57,5/h76,5 cm

TV unit
 w180/d57/h21,5 cm

Base
w35/d34/h21 cm

2-door wardrobe
w80/d57/h240 cm

Drawers for wardrobe
w33/d40/h76 cm

Hifi system cabinet
w67/d33,5/h32 cm

Two-sided bookcase
w139/d40/h230 cm

2-door top unit
w80/d57/h42 cm

Handles for Hifi TV system
w10/d2,5/h3,5 cm

3-door wardrobe
w120/d66,5/h200 cm

Cabinet with sliding doors
w185/d30,5/h68 cm

Cover for headboard
w140/160 

Dressing table 
w100/d47/h76,5 cm

Dressing table with narrow 
chest of drawers
w120-140/d47/h76,5 cm

Cabinet for TV unit
w105/d45/h18 cm

Bedside table with a drawer
w48,5/d57/h20 cm

Slot shelf to Hifi system 
w48,5/d30/h15 cm

Open Slot shelf 
to Hifi system 
w48,5/d18/h18 cm

Dressing table mirror
w100/d2/h43

Dressing table with narrow 
chest of drawers
w100-120/d47/h76,5 cm

Extendable table
w130-330/d90/h78 cm

Desk L 
w140/d57,5/h76,5 cm

Desk L with chest of drawers
w140/d57,5/h76,5 cm

Laminated board taupe / dark oak / beige

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

Top unit for 2-door 
low wardrobe  
w80/d57/h40 cm

2-door low wardrobe
w80/d57/h200 cm

Design your Hifi room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/hifi
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Hifi Pouffe
w46/d37/h43 cm

Wall mirror Hifi dark oak
w120/d14/h50 cm

1-door top up unit
w40/d47/h61,5 cm

Narrow cabinet 
w80/d57/h61,5 cm

Base
w35/d34,5/h21,5 cm

Wine glass rack
w6/d33/h2 cm

4-door wardrobe 
with full door
w135/d52/h236,5 cm

4-door wardrobe 
with mirror
w135/d52/h236,5 cm

Additionally shelfs 
for wardrobe in beige 
colour, set 4 pcs.

Open bookcase 
w105/d40/h216,5 cm

Open bookcase 
with board door
w105/d40/h216,5 cm 

Open bookcase 
with glass door
w105/d40/h216,5 cm

Base
w35/d34,5/h21,5 cm

Wall shelf
w120/d20/h4 cm

Chest of drawers 
w135/d57/h104,5 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w195/d57/h104,5 cm

Bed with headboard and shelves
w140/160/180/d200/h98 cm

Chest 
w139/d33,5/h40 cm

Cover for chest
w139/d33,5 cm

Single bookcase 
w30/d32,5/h180 cm

Narrow bookcase
w50/d40/h201 cm

Narrow bookcase 
with glass door
w50/d40/h201 cm

Closed bookcase 
with full door
w50/d40/h201 cm

Bed 90x200 
w95/d206/h83 cm

Wall bookcase
w14/d20/h29,5 cm

Drawer for bed 90x200
w95/d206 cm

Bed with flat narrow head panel
w140/160/180/d200/h83 cm

Closed bookcase
w105/d40/h231,5 cm

Closed bookcase 
with glass doors
w105/d40/h231,5 cm

Closed bookcase
with full door
w105/d40/h231,5 cm
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2PIR COLLECTION
2PIR offers furniture for bedrooms and teenagers. 
It comprises gentle forms with the option of adding 
prints on the fronts of chosen pieces. The colors are 
pleasant, natural shades. The lighting that creates 
the mood in your interior is an important part of the 
collection. You can choose relaxing dispersed light 
behind the headboard or install elegant reading 
light at your bedside table.
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PRINT YOUR CLOSET

From now on, the look of your furniture doesn’t only depend on the 
designers. Choose one of the prints and create your own interior. 
Check how easy it is at www.voxfurniture.com
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Cointainer-pouffe 
Basket 
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2PIR COLLECTION

grey

beige

BODY
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:

Desk 
w140/d65/h75 cm

TV cabinet 140 
w137/d45/h44,5 cm

Bookcase with doors 
w96,5/d45/h216,5 cm

Narrow glass cabinet 
w50/d45/h216,5 cm

Bedside table 
w51,5/d42/h40,5 cm

Narrow bookcase 
w50/d45/h213,5 cm

1-door wardrobe 
w48/d58/h216,5 cm

Desk extension 
w65/d37 cm

TV cabinet 180 
w180,5/d45/h37 cm

Narrow chest of drawers 
w50/d47,5/h101 cm

Wall shelf 
w90/d20/h30 cm

Mirror 
w70/d3,5/h50 cm

Drawers for wardrobe 
w47/d44/h59 cm

Coffee table 
w80/d80/h35 cm

Dressing table 
w100/d42/h79 cm

Chest 
w130/d45/h44 cm

Stool 
w50/d36/h46 cm

Bookcase 
w39,5/d56/h213,5 cm

Corner bookcase 
w56/d56/h213,5 cm

Extendable table 
w132-192-252-312/d92/h78 cm

Design your 2Pir room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/2pir
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Double bed 
with flat headboard
w147/167/187/d204/h98 cm

Chest of drawers 
w97,5/d47/h101 cm

Single bed with cover
w205/d95/h97 cm - flat headboard

Headboard with container 
w233/d95/h98 cm - headboard cover

Corner wardrobe 
w90/d90/h216,5 cm

3-door wardrobe 
w144/d58/h216,5 cm

4-door wardrobe 
w192,5/d58/h216,5 cm

Sideboard 
w144,5/d47/h101 cm

Bottom bed 
w195/d85/h15 cm

Drawer for double bed 
w145/d59/h18 cm

Drawer for single bed 
w197/d67/h18,5 cm 

Drawer for couch 
w197/d67/h19 cm

2-door wardrobe 
w96,5/d58/h216,5 cm

Minibar 
w98/d47,5/h131 cm

Corner desk 
w140/d120/h76 cm

Double bed
with headboard 
with stoarge 
w147/167/187/d231/h98 cm
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INBOX COLLECTION
Inspired by Italian minimalism and natural colors, 
Inbox presents modern, cubist shaped furniture 
which creates an impression of openness. Its 
modular elements allow you to put together 
different segments according to your ideas.
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COMFORTABLE 
MINIMALISM
Choose the length and width of your bed. A comfortable headboard will look after your back, 
and your bedclothes can be stored in the bed drawer. Complement your decor with a classy 
TV panel, where you can place your flat screen. If you want to host a dinner party, use the 
extending table. And all of this - Italian style.
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Lantern 
Terna

Clock 
Arni
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INBOX COLLECTION

3-door wardrobe
w149/d57/h204 cm

2-door wardrobe
w99/d50/h204 cm

Corner wardrobe
w99/d99/h204 cm

Bookcase
w99/d35/h204 cm

Deep bookcase
w33,5/d50/h204 cm

Cupboard with full door*
w99/d50/h167 cm

Mirror
w100/d5/h50 cm

Wall shelf
w146/d27,5/h22 cm

Top unit for bookcase 
w99/d35/h40 cm

Double-door chest 
of drawers
w99/d32/h99 cm

TV panel
w146/d6,5/h99 cm

Low chest of drawers
w194/d50/h53 cm

Top up unit to corner 
wardrobe
w99/d99/h40 cm

Chest of drawers
w99/d50/h92,5 cm

Top unit for 2-door 
wardrobe
w99/d50/h40 cm

Double-door chest 
of drawers
w99/d50/h92,5 cm

Narrow chest 
of drawers
w55/d50/h92,5 cm

Pouffe
w46/d37/h43 cm

Extending table
w160-250/d90/h76 cm

Desk with cabinet
w152-205/d50/h75

Inbox chair
w48/d55/h86 cm

Cabinet
w59,5/d50/h53 cm

Desk 150
w149,5/d50/h75 cm

Top unit for 3-door 
wardrobe
w149/d57/h40 cm

*while stocks lasts

Laminated board - walnut

warm grey / beige

BODY
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:

Design your Inbox room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/inbox
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TV unit
w146/d50/h53 cm

Bedside table
w45,5/d46/h41,5 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h35 cm

Shallow open
bookcase
w24,5/d35/h204 cm

Shallow bookcase 
with glass door 
and shelves
w24,5/d35/h204 cm

Sideboard
w146/d50/h92,5 cm

Chest (140, 160, 180)
w146,166,186/d40/h38,5 cm

Dressing table
w120,5/d50/h75 cm

Drawer for bed
w150/d65/h18 cm

Vertical wall 
cabinet 
without door
w44/d32/h99 cm

Horizontal wall 
cabinet with 
glass doors
w99/d34/h44 cm

Bed with low headboard*
bed 140x200
w146,5/d206/h91 cm
bed  180x200
w186,5/d206/h91 cm

Bed with storage unit *
bed 140x200
w146,5/d243/h91 cm
bed 180x200
w186,5/d243/h91 cm

*while stock lasts 

All beds also available in 220 length
*while stock lasts 

Horizontal wall 
cabinet without 
doors
w99/d32/h44 cm

Vertical wall 
cabinet with glass 
door
w44/d34/h99 cm
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3D COLLECTION
The 3D collection is inspired by the newest trends 
in design and natural materials. Different depths 
give the 3D impression making your furniture part 
of your decor. The collection has been designed by 
an award winning designer, Piotr Kuchciński (red dot 
award, Designer of the Year 2012) and answers to 
your desire to discover new horizons while cherishing 
your heritage.
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Candle holder 
Natto

Candle holder 
Natte

Ceiling lamp
Triple
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The dining room is first and foremost a table 
with its great potential. If you don’t have much 
space but often host guests, it’s the perfect 
solution for you. Within seconds you can 
extend the tabletop almost 2 meters.

SAVING 
SPACE
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3D COLLECTION

Chair NIXIE
w46/d44/h90 cm

Bedside table
w42,5/d49/h43,5 cm

TV unit
w156/d40/h43 cm

Table
w130-192-254-310/d90/h78 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w180/d42/h64 cm

Cupboard
w159,5/d42/h123 cm

Sideboard
w109,5/d42/h158 cm

Chest of drawers
w109,5/d42/h104,5 cm

Dressing table
w120/d45/h88 cm

Cover for flat headboard
w140/160/180 cm

Flat headboard
w158,5/d2/h90 cm
w178,5/d2/h90 cm
w198,5/d2/h90 cm

Bed
140x200
w158,5/d211,5/h30 cm

160x200
w178,5/d211,5/h30 cm

180x200
w198,5/d211,5/h30 cm

ojcow birch

BODY
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:

grey / mocca / brown

Design your 3D room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/3d
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Wall shelf 
w116,5/d27/h38,5 cm

Coffee table
w80/d80/h39 cm

Wall mirror
w83/d59/h3,5 cm

CHECK 
out the 3D by VOX 
collection accessories at 
www.voxfurniture.com

Corner wardrobe
w105/d114/h206,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w93,5/d42/h206,5 cm

3-door wardrobe
w175/d60/h206,5 cm

Wide bookcase 
w93,5/d42/h206,5 cm

Desk
w140/d61,5/h77,5 cm

Mirror
w58/d8/h206,5 cm

1-door wardrobe
w36/d42/h206,5 cm

Narrow bookcase
w36/d40/h206,5 cm

Narrow glass 
cabinet
w46/d40/h206 cm

Top up unit 
to 3-door wardrobe
w175/d59,5/h40,5 cm

Top up unit to 2-door 
wardrobe
w93,5/d41,5/h40,5 cm
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R&O COLLECTION
Romeo and Juliet, our clients’ longtime favorite, 
is now getting some new flair with nature inspired 
’Polish Birch’ decor and handles made from sailing 
rope. The decor has been designed by Tomek 
Rygalik. It’s a result of his fascination with the 
endangered gem of Polish nature - the Betula 
oycoviensis (forefathers’ birch). It is estimated 
that only 250 of these magnificent trees are left. 
The sailing rope handles were designed by Anna 
Orska. They can be tied in a knot to attach various 
decorative details. The R&O collection stands out 
with its light, plain form with original, sentimental 
detail.
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R&O COLLECTION

Bed with headboard 
with illumination
140x200
w145,5/d216,5/h93 cm
160x200
w165,5/d216,5/h93 cm
180x200
w185,5/d216,5/h93 cm

Wall shelf
w100/d26/h40 cm

Bedside table
w50/d32/h40,5 cm

Narrow chest of drawers
w50/d44/h100,5 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w90/d44/h78 cm

Mirror for dressing table
w109,5/d2,5/h43 cm

Dressing table
w110/d44/h78 cm

Mirror for wardrobe
w53,5/d8/h219,5cm

Side unit for wardrobe
w45,5/d55/h220 cm

2-door wardrobe
w90/d55/h220 cm

Corner wardrobe
w100/d100/h220 cm

Narrow bookcase
w50/d26/h220 cm

Drawer for bed
w178/d65/h17,5 cm

laminated board Ojcow birch

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

Design your R&O room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/R&O
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CLASSIC COLLECTION
Elegant, inspired by the classical style with its 
attachment to graceful shapes and decorative 
details. Simple, geometric furniture subtly refers 
to antiquity through tall pedestals and shapes 
mildly wider at the top. The fronts are finished with 
a striped carved veneer making an envelope pattern 
at the fronts of the drawers.
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The Classic Dining room and living room are a space of discrete elegance. 
And that, along with no compromises in functionality. Choose spacious chests 
of drawers, extending tables and glass front display cabinets.
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Floor lampshade 
lamp Luna Light 

Joining noble shapes and 
decorative details, the dark tones 
of this furniture are balanced with 
silver insets - a delicate stylish 
touch.
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CLASSIC COLLECTION

CHECK 
ON OUR WEBSITE:
www.voxfurniture.com
Decorative accessories 
from the Classic collection.

Chair Classic III
w46/d60/h86 cm

Dressing table 
w100/d45/h79 cm

Stool Classic 
w49/d31/h45 cm

Desk 
w160/d75/h80,5 cm

Sideboard 
w126,5/d47/h94 cm

Chest of drawers
w84,5/d47/h94 cm

4-door wardrobe
w174,5/d55/h202 cm

Mirror to wardrobe 
w30/h65 cm

3-door wardrobe 
w129/d55/h202 cm

Mirror to wardrobe 
w30/h65 cm

2-door wardrobe
w87,5/d55/h202 cm

High chest of 2-drawers 
w84,5/d47/h124 cm

Double door chest of drawers
w84,5/d47/h94 cm

Bedside table with drawers
w42,5/d40,5/h55 cm

Bedside table with door
w42/d40,5/h53,5 cm

Wall shelf
w85/d25/h30 cm

Design your Classic room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/Classic

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

DECORATIVE INTERIOR
For selected models:

New generation laminated board - dark oak
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Coffee table
w120/d55/h45,5 cm

Extendable table
w140-205/d85/h76 cm w180-270/d100/h76 cm

Chest
w126,5/d47/h37 cm

TV unit
w126,5/d47/h62 cm

Storage CD set 2 pcs.
w21/d45/h18 cm

Bookcase with 
wooden shelves
w87,5/d48,5/h202 cm

Bookcase with 
glass shelves
w87,5/d48,5/h202 cm

Bookcase open narrow 
with glass shelves
w54/d48,5/h202 cm

Bookcase open narrow 
with wooden shelves
w54/d48,5/h202 cm

Wide glass door cabinet 
with wooden shelves 
w87,5/d49/h202 cm

Wide glass door cabinet 
with glass shelves 
w87,5/d49/h202 cm

Wide glass door cabinet 
with wooden shelves
w54/d48,5/h202 cm

Narrow glass door cabinet 
with glass shelves 
w54/d48,5/h202 cm

* All beds available also in 220 cm length
  220 cm beds: while stock lasts

* All beds available also in 220 cm length
  220 cm beds: while stock lasts

Bed with headboard with shelves
140x200 cm
w144,5/d231/h103 cm
160x200 cm
w164,5/d231/h103 cm
180x200 cm
w184,5/d231/h103 cm

Double bed with flat headboard
140x200 cm
w144,5/d231/h103 cm
160x200 cm
w164,5/d231/h103 cm
180x200 cm
w184,5/d231/h103 cm

Bench to Classic bed 
w189,5/d32/h48,5 cm
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Original design, minimalism and geometric shapes 
constitute the Modern collection. The Italian design 
inspired furniture catches your eye with its 
characteristic inlaid work in contrasting colors. 
Its modular features and the size of the shapes allow 
for them to be rearranged freely. The furniture is 
spacious and functional. Modern gives you 
extraordinary individualization possibilities. A system 
of see-through perspex plates on the front of the 
furniture allows to use your own pictures, graphics 
or drawings to decorate your interior.

MODERN COLLECTION
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MODERN COLLECTION

Top up unit to 3-door wardrobe
w142,5/d59,5/h51 cm

Dressing table
w90/d40/h77 cm

TV unit with glass door
w120/d50/h62 cm

3-door wardrobe
w142,5/d59,5/h185 cm

Plexi door panel
w40/d2/h40 cm

Plexi door panel
w40/d2/h40 cm

Plexi door panel
w40/d2/h40 cm

Top up unit to 2-door wardrobe
w101,5/d59,5/h51 cm

Standing mirror
w60,5/d6/h161,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w101,5/d59,5/h185 cm

Top up iunit to corner wardrobe
w58/d58/h51 cm

Hanging mirror
w60/d2/h60 cm

Low 2-door chest 
of drawers
w101,5/d46/h62 cm

Plexi door panel
w40/d2/h40 cm

Pouffe Modern
w62/d42/h44 cm

Corner wardrobe
w100,5/d100,5/h185 cm

Top up unit to corner bookcase
w57/d57/h51 cm

Chest of drawers
w109,5/d42/h104,5 cm

Desk
w140/d70/h78 cm

Storage unit for desk
w40/d44,5/h58,5 cm

Corner bookcase
w57/d57/h185 cm

Design your Modern room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/Modern

Laminated board
grey oak / cremona

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:
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Wall shelf 
w90-134,8/d25/h34,8 cm

Extendable table
w133-178-223/d84/h76 cm

May be mounted 
in two versions

Coffee table
w100/d60/h45 cm

Open bookcase with wooden shelves
w101,5/d35/h185 cm

Open bookcase with glass shelves
w101,5/d35/h185 cm

Narrow bookcase 
with wooden shelves
w61/d35/h185 cm 

Narrow bookcase 
with glass shelves
w61/d35/h185 cm

Glass door with fittings
w40,5/d0,5/h120

Low 2-door chest 
of drawers
w101,5/d46/h62 cm

2-door chest 
of drawers
w101,5/d46/h103 cm

Tall chest of drawers
w63/d48/h103 cm

Bookcase with 
wooden shelves
Bookcase with 
glass shelves
w101.5/d35/h185 cm

Glass door with fittings
w81/d0,5/h120 cm

Plexi door panel
w40/d2/h40 cm

Plexi door panel 
w40/d2/h40 cm

Plexi door panel 
w40/d2/h40 cm

Low chest of drawers
w109,5/d42/h104,5 cm

Bed*
140x200
160x200
180x200

All beds available also in 220 cm length
*while stock lasts 
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YOUNG VOX 
JUNIOR COLLECTION
At VOX we care about balanced development of 
children and youngsters at all aspects of their lives. 
We carefully watch young people to design furniture 
that will keep on inspiring them. Our collections: 
Evolve, Young Users, Smart, Spot and 4 You don’t 
offer ready, static solutions. It’s furniture that 
encourages to explore and create. It additionally 
grows with the users and allows them to change 
the colors, sets and general appearance. It allows to 
experiment, rearrange, tinker, tamper and look for 
surprising solutions. Thanks to this feature, children 
can build their own worlds full of hideouts and dens.
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YOUNG USERS 
COLLECTION
Is there a way to cross boundaries between worlds? 
There is - and especially the ones between the 
worlds of kids, teenagers and adults. These 
seemingly contradicting elements have finally found 
a common platform. All those hiding spots and 
corners too! The Young Users furniture grows 
alongside the little user. No matter who you are and 
how old you are, YU will adjust to you and your needs. 
We call it the world’s most personal furniture for a 
reason.
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The Young Users collection allows to create all kinds of arrangements 
for children’s and teenagers’ rooms.

IT WILL ENDURE 
ALL YOUR IDEAS!
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It’s a revolution in the thinking of furniture. 
You don’t need to replace it just because 
your needs have changed. Now you can just 
alter it according to your current interests.
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Metal overlay 
Dart

Filler X Metal overlay 
Memo boy

Furniture accessories and front covers allow to change the look of the whole room within moments.
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TRANSFORMERS - 
SPECIAL TASKS 
DESK
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RESISTANT TO EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT CREATIVITY
Simple in its form, the YU furniture is made of modern laminated plywood, 
resistant to damage and easy to clean. Metal front covers can be quickly 
changed. Your child can use magnets, posters, games and school materials 
as well as dry-wipe markers to easily label the cabinets and so the very unique 
room is ready.
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Over 45 different covers 
and add-ons. This changes 
everything!
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YOUNG USERS COLLECTION

Colourful metal overlays
w53/h52,5 cm

Corner wardrobe
w104,5/d106/h159 cm

Desk L 140
w140-165/d65/h75 cm

Storage unit for desk L 140 
w35,5/d65/h35 cm

Cube cabinet with drawers
w53,5/d53/h53 cm

2-door cabinet
w106/d53/h53 cm

Cube cabinet
w53,5/d43/h53 cm

Fridge unit*
w53,5/d53/h53 cm

Desk 120
w120/d60/h75 cm

Corner desk
w135/d130/h75 cm

Wide chest of drawers
w106,5/d43/h106 cm

Grill filler
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Filler Plus
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Filler X
w48/d29,5/h48 cm

Splat hanger
w37/d6/h4 cm

Metal overlay Basket-Ball
w53/h52,5 cm

Monkey front hanger
set 3 pcs.
w9/d2/h23 cm

Closed bookcase
w106/d43/h159 cm

Open bookcase
w53/d31,5/h159 cm

Textile overlay
w53/h52,5 cm

1-door wardrobe
w53/d43/h159 cm

Short hook hanger
s3/g3/w16,5 cm

Long hook hanger
w3/d3/h34 cm

Multifunctional overlays
w53/h52,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w106/d53/h159 cm

Innovative deskTransformers*
w140-178/d65/h79 cm
*two color configurations available 

*while stock lasts

Design your Young Users room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/YoungUsers

alpine white / black

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:
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Crawling mattress 
with roller II
w90/d200/h19 cm

YU foam mattress
w90/d200/h10 cm

Platform frame 53x53
w54/d53/h35 cm

Drawer for platform 
frame 53x53
w44/d51/h30 cm

Small table
w107/d95/h35 cm

Platform frame 106x53
w107/d53/h35 cm

Drawer for platform 
frame 106x53
w97/d51/h30 cm

Platform frame 
106x95
w107/d95/h35 cm

Shelf l
w53/d31,5/h159 cm

Shelf L
w106,5/d31,5/h106 cm

Upholstered for couch headboard 
w95/d6,5/h70 cm

Corner platform frame
w106,5/d106,5/h35 cm

Drawer for corner platform frame
w46/d51/h30 cm

Couch platform frame 
w95/d212,5/h35 cm

Couch with raised frame
w95,5/d207/h70 cm

MULTI bed
w212/d105/h194 cm

Metal overlays 
to Multi bed
w53/h53 cm

Bunk bed
w103/d209/h169,5 cm

Bunk bed with trundle 
bed and covering panel
w103/d209/h169,5 cm

Drawer for bed
w200/d93/h23,5 cm

Bed
w95,5/d205,5/h70 cm

Drawer for bed
w200/d93/h23 cm

Trundle bed 
with covering panel
w87/d200/h20 cm

Couch with raised 
frame and drawer
w95,5/d207/h70 cm 

Couch with raised 
frame and trundle bed
w95,5/d207/h70 cm

Chest of drawers
w53,5/d43/h106 cm

Top up unit 
to 2-door wardrobe 
w106,5/d53/h53 cm

Top up unit 
to 1-door wardrobe
w53/d43/h53 cm

Slanting shelf
w53/d30/h53,5 cm

Project in cooperation 
with School of Form

Straight shelf 
w106/d20/h4 cm

*available with black or white front

Drawer for 
platform frame 
106x95
w97/d93/h30 cm

Drawer for couch 
platform frame
w93/d200/h23,5 cm

Couch covering panel 
w203/d2/h27 cm

Dwustronne czarnobiałe szuflady
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SPOT invites you to a world of childhood play. 
Inspired by hours spent playing outdoors on swings, 
climbing frames, building secret bases and playing 
hide and seek, it brings to your room the dynamic 
energy embedded in its slender, levitating shapes 
and swinging organizers.

SPOT YOUNG COLLECTION
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FOR WORK, PLAY 
AND STUDYING
Can a bed at the same time be a bookcase and a wardrobe? 
Of course! See how many functions the Spot bunk bed 
contains - storage for seasonal clothes, two sliding hangers 
and two bookcases.

WALL: Kerradeco - Scotch
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DESK AT THE CENTER 
OF ATTENTION
A two-sided desk will work well both for siblings 
and four friends playing board games. You 
don’t have to place the desk in the corner or at 
the wall. You design your room and you decide 
which spot is best for playing, studying and 
working.

Mug Ordo
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Organizer 
Ordo 

A clamp 
for books 
Safari
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To complement the collection, we have 
designed a classic couch and a 90x200 bed 
with a surprising Tipi frame on wheels. You 
can cover it with fabric - for the youngest 
it can be an inspiration to build their own 
secret base and for the older it will allow to 
compartmentalize their personal zone.
At the bottom of the couch, you can install 
a drawer or an extra bed.
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SPOT YOUNG COLLECTION

LED lighting for bunk bed 

Table for bunk bed  
w99/d30/h19,5 cm

Canopy for bunk bed  
w161/d95/h62 cm

Bunk bed 
w105/d205/h184 cm

Bunk bed with canopy  
w105/d205/h246 cm

Cot bed 140x70  
w75/d152/h97,5/75 cm

Bed with trundle bed and covering panel  
w95/d204/h42 cm

Bed with drawer  
w95/d204/h42 cm

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

acacia

FRONT
Available colours:

Organizer Ordo  
w30/d1,5/h40 cm

Vertical organizer Ordo  
w30/d10/h20 cm

Horizontal organizer Ordo  
w30/d20/h10 cm

Ordo mug  
w13,5/h14 cm

white / graphite

Design your Young Users  room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/spot
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Movable clothes hanger for bunk bed
w51/d90/h137 cm

Wall shelf 
w35/d30/h35 cm

Wall shelf with pegs 
w35/d12/h35 cm

Pillows Rast 
w65/d12/h28 cm

Tipi tent for trolley Spot 
w213/d100/h167 cm

Bed with drawer and Tipi trolley 
w100/d213/h167 cm

Trolley for Tipi bed 
w213/d100/h167 cm

Rollers Rast 
w85/d25 cm

Couch 
w96/d205/h65 cm

Couch with drawer 
w96/d205/h65 cm

Couch with trundle bed 
w96/d205/h65 cm

VOX furniture is the first Polish furniture producer 
that has won the iF DESIGN AWARD 2015  

in the category Home Furniture 
for the Spot junior bunk bed.

Desk  
w128/d68/h81,5 cm

Two-sided desk  
w148/d75/h150 cm

Dressing table with mirror  
w88/d60/h150 cm
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4 YOU YOUNG COLLECTION
Allow your children to be the architects of their 
world. Where else can they safely experiment if 
not at home?

The 4 You collection furniture allows for first 
experiences with space and first decisions on 
one’s interior.
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HERE EVERYTHING 
IS HOW I LIKE IT
The functional 4 You bed has many compartments for big and little treasures. 
Choose the canopy option and have your own home cinema or video games 
screen.
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Table lamp
Emo

Happy Lights 
cotton balls

Wooden 
figurine Man
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4 YOU YOUNG COLLECTION

Corner wardrobe
w105/d103,5/h206 cm

Chest of drawers
w75/d42/h126,5 cm

Bedside table
w40,5/d42/h55,5 cm

Desk 140
w142/d63,5/h78,5 cm

TV unit
w187/d42/h35cm

TV shelf 
w131,5/d40,5/h54cm

Drawer for bed
w51/d15/h31,5 cm

Large box
w31,5/d41/h31,5 cm

Small box
w31,5/d41/h16 cm

Horizontal box
w80,5/d27/h44 cm

Vertical box
w65/d25/h54 cm

2-door wardrobe ll
w100/d59/h206 cm

1-door wardrobet ll
w57,5/d42/h206 cm

Side bookcase for 1-door wardrobe 
w42/d22/h205 cm

Wide bookcase
w92/d40,5/h206 cm

white

grey / marine / oak

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:

BOXES
Available colours:

Design your 4 You Young room using VOXBOX 
voxfurniture.com/4You
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Shelf binding clip
set 2 pcs.

Drawer for bed
w198/d65/h29 cm

Single bed with floor (120x200 cm)
Bed with raised frame
w128/d208/h106 cm

Bed 90x200 with canopy
(120x200 cm)
w97,5/d208/h207,5 cm
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EVOLVE COLLECTION
Individuality, creativity and innovation are the 
essence of Evolve. This collection will awaken a 
passion to create. It’s more than just furniture.
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FURNITURE DIFFERENT 
TO ANYTHING ELSE
A clever cabinet matching the couch will help save space. 
Rubber bands attached to he fronts of the cabinets allow 
to decorate them with pictures and accessories.
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See how the Evolve couch changes. The 
closet, desk and bookcase cooperate with the 
couch but can also function on their own. The 
liftable mattress hides a practical bedclothes 
container. The lower couch drawer can fit an 
extra bed. The desk on wheels can always be 
moved somewhere else. The headboard cabinet 
contains a spacious cargo area with organizers.

Floor lamp
Collo 
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Top up unit to wardrobe 
with drawer
w91/d53/h46,5 cm

Wardrobe with drawer
w91/d53/h190 cm

Corner wardrobe
w91/d91/h190 cm

Top up unit to corner wardrobe 
w91/d91/h46,5 cm



EVOLVE COLLECTION

155

Drawer for couch
w197/d67/h18,5 cm

white / black / greyLaminated board
cinnamon oak

BODY
Available colours:

FRONT
Available colours:

Sliding desk
w140/d60/h78 cm

Wall shelf
w91/d30/h33 cm

Desk 140 (L/P) 
w136/d66/h78,5 - 115 cm

Universal magnetic board 
for desk Evolve

Desk 120 (L/R) 
w120/d60/h74,5 cm

Narrow bookcase
w47/d45/h190 cm

Top up unit 
to narrow bookcase 
w47/d45/h46,5 cm

Top up unit to bookcase 
w91/d45/h46 cm

Bookcase 
w91/d45/h190 cm

Design your Evolve room using VOXBOX
voxfurniture.com/Evolve

Couch
w95,5/d207/h81,5 cm

Storage unit for couch
w30/d95/h81 cm

High chest 
of drawers  
w91/d45/h149,5cm

Swevil chair Jungle 
w58/d52/h97 cm

TV unit
w120/d45/h50 cm

Low chest of drawers
w91/d45/h97,5 cm

Couch storage unit
w95,5/d27,5/h69 cm



PANELS: VOX, Sapphire Prestige collection: Macchiato oak
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SMART COLLECTION
The Smart furniture is a never-ending story which 
opens the door to the world of creativity. If you’re 
thinking of a room ready for change and adjusted 
to your needs, the Smart furniture can be your 
constant source of inspiration. The adventure 
begins with assembling the furniture - that’s when 
you decide what colors the particular pieces will 
be. Gray? White? Two-colored? What hight do you 
want them? You decide and begin your own design 
adventure.
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Meet the furniture that changes along with its owner. This collection is aimed for both younger 
schoolchildren but also older adolescents. This furniture’s special quality is the possibility of 
change - not just through changing its appearance but also by adjusting it to their exact hight, 
age and expectations. 

FURNITURE THAT DOESN’T HINDER 
YOUR IMAGINATION
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Your children will spend a lot of time at their desk, so it’s very important how this piece of 
furniture will adjust to their needs. The bar installed at a chosen height can be used for 
hanging all kinds of organizers and school materials. The double tabletop gives extra space 
to put the laptop or schoolbooks. Its height can be regulated according to the child’s height. 
The high bookcase overlooks everything and can store books and other items.

MEET YOUR CHILD’S 
COMMAND CENTER
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Overlay 
Smart

Overlay 
Smart

Overlay 
Smart
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2-door cabinet
w70/d37,5/h104,5 cm

TV unit 100
w100/d36/h53,5 cm

Wall shelf
w70/d23/h38,5 cm

Coffee table
w78/d68/h54,5 cm

1-door cabinet
w36,5/d37,5/h53,5 cm

Bookcase 
for unit TV 100
w108/d36/h154cm

Desk with storage units
w151/d68/h85,5 cm

Open bookcase
w70/d36/h213,5 cm

Desk L 140 
w142,5/d68/h87 cm

Bookcase 
for unit TV 70
w78/d36/h154 cm

Corner wardrobe
w90,5/d92/h213,5 cm

Two-sided bookcase
w40,5/d32,5/h154 cm

Noticeboard for desk 
with storage units 
w154/d5,5/h51,5 cm

Bookcase with door
w70/d37,5/h213,5 cm

Bookcase for desk 
with storage units 
w154/d36/h198,5 cm

TV unit 70
w70/d37,5/h53,5 cm

Side unit to 1-door wardrobe 
w35,5/d37,5/h213,5 cm

2-door wardrobe
w70/d57/h213,5 cm

SMART COLLECTION
Design your Smart room using VOXBOX 

voxfurniture.com/Smart

Laminated board
white / grey

BODY / FRONT
Available colours:
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Lift
w83,5/d11,5/h154 cm

Lamp stand
w64/d11,5/h154 cm

Embroidery set 
for furniture 

Holder for desk 
w38,5/d32/h83,5 cm

Couch 
w94,5/d214,5/h83,5 cm

Drawer for bed
w197/d83,5/h16 cm

Multifunctional overlays 
w26/h45 cm

Decorative overlays 
w26/h96 cm

Colourful metal overlays Smart
w96/h26 cm

Felt organizer
w26/h45 cm

Hanger 
w83,5/d38,5/h154 cm

Bed 90x200
w94,5/d214,5/h83,5 cm

Bed with canopy
w214,5/d94,5/h198,5 cm

Bunk bed
w214,5/d102/h200,5 cm



WALL: Kerradeco, Stone Moon
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE
Armchairs, sofas, chaise longues, pouffes. All you 
can think of. Look up the full offer of upholstered 
furniture at www.voxfurniture.com
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UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE

3-seat couch Mio 
w225/d77/h72 cm

2-seat sofa Roce
w130/d80/h82 cm

2,5-seat sofa with sleeping function Noel
w187/d85/h90 cm

Armchair Amsterdam III
w86/d93/h83 cm

Pouffe with container
Amsterdam III
w52/d52/h42 cm

Armchair Darell
w100/d85/h90 cm

2-seat sofa Darell
w176/d86/h90 cm

Armchair Noel
w98/d85/h90 cm

Pouffe Noel
w68/d68/h45 cm

Armchair Roce
w80/d80/h82 cm

Pouffe Roce
w54/d54/h42 cm

2-seat couch Mio 
w152/d77/h72 cm

Armchair Mio
w79/d77/h72 cm

Armchair Grant
w71/d84/h88 cm

Footstool Grant
w64/d44/h44 cm

3-seat corner sofa with sleeping function Noel*
w233/d85-150/h90 cm
*right or left-sided
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Pouffe with container 
Darell/Lars
w60/d60/h42 cm

3-seat sofa with sleeping function 
Amsterdam III
w211/d93/h83 cm

Corner sofa with sleeping function
Chester
w240/d86-195/h86 cm

Corner sofa with sleeping function 
and opening side option Como 
w311/d144-199/h88 cm

Corner right-sided sofa with sleeping function
Amsterdam III
w252/d147/h83 cm

Corner sofa with sleeping 
function Lars - small
w240/d86-180/h86 cm

Corner sofa with sleeping 
function Lars - big
w240/d240/h85 cm

Armchair Lars
w100/d85/h90 cm

Corner sofa with sleeping function 
Darell
w242/d82-160/h85 cm

Corner right-sided sofa with sleeping function 
Milton
w262/d189/h87 cm

2,5-seat sofa Milton
w192/d90/h87 cm

3-seat sofa Milton
w222/d90/h87 cm

Armchair Loft
w77/d90/h103 cm

Corner couch without tabletops Durant*
w305/d95-191/h88 cm

Corner couch with tabletops Durant*
w300/d95-191/h88 cm
* modular couch, price based on the number 
   of modules and upholstery material

* modular couch, price based on the number 
   of modules and upholstery material
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VOX OUTLETS 
AND UNITS

VOX FURNITURE is available in over 25 countriesi

As of 2015:
250 retail stores
and expositions

i Plan for 2016:
450 retail stores
and expositions

i

The producer reserves the right to change the available color patterns, functionality and prices of presented products. This catalogue is published for informational 
purposes only. Examples from this catalogue come from our complementary offer. Some products presented in the graphics are only decorations and aren’t for sale. 
Copyright VOX Furniture Ltd. Copying and sharing any materials from this catalogue without written consent is forbidden. The colors in the graphics can differ in shade 
from reality. 
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SEE THE NEW 
BABY VOX CATALOGUE
A full offer of furniture 
and products for your baby



Meble VOX sp. z o.o. sp. k
Janikowo, ul. Gnieźnieńska 26/28
62-006 Kobylnica 
Poland

www.voxfurniture.com
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